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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

Within WP6 of City-zen related to demonstration activities in Grenoble, an innovative PV system
equipped with storage has been implemented in order to experiment the self-consumption of the
energy produced (Task 6). A PV system was installed on the roof of an office building built in 2015
called ESPACE in which ALEC’s headquarters are now located with 2 other NGOs active in the
promotion of energy efficiency, renewables and air quality (AGEDEN and Air Rhône-Alpes).
In 2017, ALEC organised a call for tender to select a company to install this PV system with storage.
The installation was completed in December 2017. Since then the monitoring is being set up.
Based on a technico-economic analysis, ALEC decided to choose the offer of SGE Energie which has
the following features:
 PV : 16,5 kWp with PV modules from Systovi,
 Inverters : 2 PV inverters from Fronius,
 Storage : 4,5 kWh (3,6 kWh usable) from Fronius,
 Controller : Irio from Schneider.
The aim of this document is to :
 provide detailed information on the implementation process of this PV system
 give technical specifications of the PV system with storage that was installed
 assess the replicability conditions
 give recommendations to other potential project owners, based on lessons learned
It complements the Deliverable D3.16 written by Hespul which describes the design of this PV
system.
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

Within WP6 of City-zen related to demonstration activities in Grenoble, an innovative PV system
equipped with smart power management and storage features has been implemented (Task 6), with
the aim to self-consume the photovoltaic electricity, in order to test a business model independent
from the French feed-in-tariff.
A PV system was installed on the roof of an office building built in 2015 called ESPACE in which
ALEC’s headquarters are now located with 2 other NGOs active in the promotion of energy efficiency,
renewables and air quality (AGEDEN and Air Rhône-Alpes).
The idea of installing a regular PV system on this building raised on August 2015 just after the moving
in of first staff members. But City-zen offered the possibility to increase the level of innovation of this
project and to equip this PV system with a smart energy management system and a small-scale
battery storage in order to increase the level of self-consumption of the energy produced and to test
the operation of one product available on the market for which little feedback is available in France.
The aim of this document is to provide detailed information on the implementation conditions of this
new technical and business model for PV with onsite storage and self-consumption, that could be
applicable more largely on tertiary buildings, industry, commercial centres etc.
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CHAPTER 2 – Technical Features

2.1.

BUILDING FEATURES

The ESPACE office building has the following features:
 Usage : office building (ALEC’s Headquarters within a co-ownership with 2 other entities)
 Address: 14 Avenue Benoit Frachon 38400 Saint Martin d’Heres
 Date of construction (commissioning) : 2015
 Building useful Surface : 1200 m2
 Number of floors: ground floor + 2 floors
 Orientation of the south façade: +20° (south-south-west)
 Roof type : flat roof 530m2
 Energy supply/systems :electricity only, HeatPump for heating/cooling.
 A low consumption building : 50 kWh/m2* all uses (60 MWh), measured during 2 years before
the solar installation.
* final energy, 130kWh primary energy/m2 , due to French primary energy factor i2.58 for electricity

Figure 1 – Espace New office Building

Figure 2 – Espace Building with optimized energy demand
DELIVERABLE D6.12 | CO confidential
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Figure 3 – Espace Building demand profile before PV plant

2.2.






SOLAR PLANT KEY FEATURES

The solar plant has the following features:
Power peak: 16.5 kWp (55 modules of 300 Wp each)
Potential production: estimated to be 18 MWh/year, that corresponds roughly to 7 French
housing average need (2700 kWh/house)
Self-production rate: 30% of building consumption (18 MWh / 60 MWh/year),
Self-consumption rate: 80 % of the production can be self- consumed, with 4,5 kWh storage
capacity
Greenhouses gazes avoided: ~ 2 tons /year , equivalent to 14000 kms/year with a car (140 gr
CO2 equivalent/km)

Figure 4 –PV modules installed on the flat roof

2.3.

Figure 5 – Equipment in the technical room

CALL FOR TENDER

On February 2017, ALEC organised a call for tender to selected a company to design and install this
PV system. For this, ALEC draw-up a guideline that describes the project, the ESPACE building and the
basic features of the PV system: a 16kWp PV system with a 4 to 5 kWh battery storage.
This has been sent to several installers located around Grenoble and three companies submitted an
offer by the end of March 2017.
DELIVERABLE D6.12 | CO confidential
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The offers received from the 3 companies were quite similar in terms of PV power and storage
capacities but differ in the type of material used, especially for the storage part. The technical
specifications of each offer received in given in the table below:
Table 1 – Technical specifications of received offers

PV power
Brand of PV modules
Inverter power
Inverter brand
Storage capacity
Storage type
Storage brand
Controller brand

PV installer A
16,5 kWc
Systovi
15 kW
Fronius
4,5 kWh
(3,6 kWh usable)
LiFePh
Fronius
Schneider

PV installer B
15,95 kWc
Solarworld
15 kW
Fronius
5,1 kWh
(4,7 kWh usable)
LiFePh
Victron
Victron

PV installer C
16,2 kWc
Solarworld
15 kW
SMA
7,2kWh
(5,4 kWh usable)
LiFePh
Enphase
Enphase

Representatives of the building owner, including ALEC's representatives, formally met on 12 April
2017 in order to decide to invest and vote for an offer. Based on a technico-economic analysis done
by ALEC, they decided to choose the offer of SGE Energie (PV installer A) mainly because:
- the storage proposed is 3-phase based and fully integrated with the inverter
- the wide functionality and operability offered by Irio controller for smart energy
management
- the PV power proposed was slightly higher than other offers.

2.4.

IMPLEMENTATION ON ROOF

The roof of this building has the following features:
 Roofing material : 10 cm depth green roof (Pouzzolane) with a surrounding made of small stones
 Watertight material : asphalt (Bituline)
 Roofing structure : metallic frame (iron sticks)
 Other features : the roof is equipped with technical devices (access, air exhaust, …) and has an
important edge (1,4 m high on the southern façade and 1,05 m high on the northern facade)
A basic layout study came to the conclusion that 5 rows of 11 modules can be installed on this roof.
Also, the use of PV modules with a high efficiency 300Wp PV modules, increase this value up to
16.5kWp
Like for classic other PV plants, ALEC had to assess mechanical and waterproofness conditions to
safely implement the panel on the roof.
 waterproofness conditions :
The asphalt material on metallic frame imposed to fix modules on loaded supports, with no
fixations through the waterproof membrane.
 mechanical conditions
The roof metallic structure was modelized , results imposed :
DELIVERABLE D6.12 | CO confidential
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-

to limit mechanical charge to 39kg/m2
The wind calculations (Eurocodes Zone 1 with windpower 22 m/s) imposed a max.
10° panels inclination , which should have a 5% impact on annual production
compared to 20° inclination. With 20° inclination load required would have been 60
kgs/m2.

-

to install panels on metallic lanes
Considering the edge of the roof, there should be a solar mask on 1st lane in winter.

In order to limit the mechanical charge and avoid fixations through the green membrane, IRFTS
supports were selected for the lightness (1.8 kgs each, that is to say 3kgs/m2) and potential flexibility
in terms of inclination ( 0 to 20°).
These supports are particularly adapted to flat roof projects, decreasing potentially transport and
installation costs for important PV projects. This product received a price at Intersolar event in 2016.
Considering the mask at the roof south edge and for optimizing wintertime and annual production,
the panels are splited into 3 different lanes, each of them being compatible with the inverters input
power.

Figure 6 –panels cabling on roof - South+20°
PV modules :
Brand: Systovi
Type: V SYS PRO PS18300N04
Power: 300 Wc
Size: 1,001m x 1,665m
Weight : 18 kg
loaded with concrete floor slab
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Supporting structures
Brand: IRFTS
Type: Easy Flat ROOF
Tilt angle: 10°-30°
Weight: 1.8 kg
KRAITEC® protection layer

2.5.

POWER AND STORAGE CAPACITY

 Self-consumption rate modelling
As described in the design report D3.16, a comparison of consumption profile with
potential PV production and storage capacity determined that a 4.5 kWh battery would be
technically adequate to test different use cases, and would also be cost efficient.
The innovative battery solution relies on Li-Ion technology, adapted to our configuration: less
room space, more energy density, no explosive gas, better cycling (8000 cycles) and lifetime.
But this technology is more expensive: ~800€/kWh in Li-Ion compared to 150€/kWh in LeadPb.
Note : in France, a dedicated and ventilated technical room is required for battery > 15 kWh
Self
Consumption
rate
90%

Battery Capacity Gain year#1
Required

Note

20kWh required

2360€

80%

4,5 kWh Installed

2100 €

Not profitable due to extra cost:
battery +10k€ + specific technical
area
Limited Investment capacity
Just profitable over 16 to 20 years

 Benchmark for adapted inverters/battery system and electric scheme design
In order to respect French technical regulations (Norm VDE 0126 for inverters, Guide UTE XP15-7123 02/2016 for PV with storage features) , the Fronius system was selected.
The technical items and installation scheme (synopsis) are described as follows:
Battery :
Brand: Fronius
Type: 4.5 Li Ion
Power: 5 kW
Capacity : 4.5 kWh (3.6 useful)
Nb of battery elements : 3 ( up to 8 possible )
Size: 955 x 570 x 611 mm
Weight : 91 kg
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Inverters
Brand: Fronius
Type: SYMO Hybrid 5.0 3S (5 kW) and SYMO
10kW

Smart Controler
Brand: Schneider
Type: IRIO

Figure 7 –PV system with storage synopsis

2.6.

SMART MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The Irio Controler will collect the data (production, storage, consumption ) from the Fronius inverters
, the battery and the DSO’s meter. These data will be sent to the Epices platform, developed by
Hespul, for data storage and monitoring.
This smart controler will also manage the thermal storage (Hot Water - only charge). The battery
shouldn’t charge the water tank, to avoid useless cycling and battery losses
Fronius system will manage the battery charge/discharge in Auto/non Auto mode.
Battery security (1st priority level) is guarantee by the Fronius battery management system itself
(BMS). Battery minimum charge is by default set to 20% of total capacity.
DELIVERABLE D6.12 | CO confidential
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 Use-case 1 : Maximize self-consumption

solar production > building demand :
1st : supply building demand directly through DC/AC inverters,
with priority on water tank
2nd: battery charge via DC/DC adapter
3rd: when battery is full, solar production delivered on the external grid
solar production < building demand :
1st : supply building demand directly through DC/AC inverters, with priority on water tank
2nd: the battery should provide additional power to the building demand, in AUTO mode or based on
a programmed scheduled (Grid peak or Building peak demand reduction)

 Use-case 2 : Reduction of grid peak
Charge : during PV production
Discharge : between 18:00 and 21:00

 Use-case 3 : Reduction of subscribed power
Charge : during PV production and under consumption
Discharge : during over consumption

2.7.

CONNECTION TO THE GRID

In order to self-consume the energy produced, the PV system is connected inside the main lowvoltage electric board of the building.
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Figure 8 – Technical room with solar installation, main meter and low-voltage electric board

When the solar production exceeds building demand, and the battery is fully charged, the production
surplus is injected into the public distribution grid.

 French Conditions for self-consumption installations
According to French regulation on self-consumption (decree from 2017 May), a National Incentive,
proportional to the solar power plant (0,19€/Wp for 9kWp<Solar Peak Power <36kWp solar plants) ,
as well as a Feed in tariff for surplus injected (0,06€/kWh during 20 years for 9kWp<Solar Peak
Power <100kWp solar plants) are accessible.
Specific grid connection formalities are required for self-consumption projects.
ALEC installation is considered as an “individual” and not “collective” installation, as there is only one
connection point to the grid with one meter for the 3 NGOs.
“Individual” or “collective” installation should be declared to the DSO, either as a 100% selfconsumption plant (in that case there is no incentive and feed in Tariff) , or a “partial selfconsumption plant with valorisation of the surplus injected into the grid” (incentive and feed in Tariff
accessible). Even if the “partial self-consumption plant with valorisation of the surplus injected into
the grid” formality requires about 6 months instruction, this can be profitable for specific projects:
 with production and demand power < 36 kVA : no need to have additional
injection point and metering
 with production and demand power > 36 kVA : metering cost (3k€) more
acceptable for bigger PV projects
 with lower self-consumption rate : to improve incomes significantly

 ALEC project conditions
ALEC project is in a configuration that is not well described and covered by the French regulation
now. ALEC building power subscribed for demand power is >36kVA (42 kVA), though the solar power
is <36kVA (16.5kW)
DELIVERABLE D6.12 | CO confidential
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As the building Power Supply is > 36 kVA, a specific injection point with metering is required by the
DSO. A possible incentive (# 3k€) can be received but this just covers the price to be paid to for this
injection point (# 3k€) !
Due to the high self-consumption rate, the feed in tariff for surplus injected into the grid might
procure #200 €/year. Actual national grid taxes on self-consumption (CSPE, TURPE 5) are being
discussed and could be 300€/yr even for small solar plants.
Moreover the 6 month procedure for a “partial self-consumption plant with valorisation of the
surplus injected into the grid” would have been an issue for the Cityzen project monitoring period.
Then ALEC declared the plant as a 100% self-consumption plant.
At the moment the surplus is injected into the grid with no financial valorisation.
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CHAPTER 3 – Financial analy sis

3.1.

INVESTMENT

According to the Description of Work of City-zen, a budget of 45.000€ (other direct costs) is
dedicated to this PV system with storage on the ESPACE building in Grenoble. This budget includes all
expenses related to this project but not the cost of PV modules that has been defined as non-eligible.
The expected EU funding represents 50% of the eligible cost.
Table 2 – Financial summary
Investment 16.5 kWp PV system with storage
Total project cost
Non eligible cost according to the DOW (PV modules)
Total eligible cost
Expected EU funding (50%)
Total cost after funding

Euro exl.
VAT
43362
12210
31152
15576
27786

Euro incl.
VAT 20%
52034

Euro / Wc
incl. VAT
3,2

36458

2,2

As ALEC can’t deduce VAT (20%) from its expenses, the total cost of this project for ALEC after
funding will be 36458 € including VAT 20% that is to say 2.2€/Wp.

3.2.

FINANCIAL CASES ANALYSED

The financial analysis was done by ALEC with different cases studied.
3.2.1. Case 1: 16.5 kWp PV system without storage

ALEC assessed the business case for a similar system without storage





Price of the PV system : 36.000€
No co-funding
Reduction of bill year 1 : 1950€
Yearly insurance fee : 600€

For a yearly increase of the electricity price of 2,5% (national trend for electricity price over past
decade), the project is not economically viable as the actualized return on investment is seen only
after 25 years (18 years without insurance fee).
Even for a yearly increase of the electricity price of 4%, the business case remains challenging as the
actualized return on investment is seen only after 20 years (15 years without insurance fee).
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Return of investment

Electricity
price
+2.5%/year
25
18

Including Insurance fee
Without Insurance fee

Electricity
price
+4%/year
20
15

This result is mainly due to the low price of conventional electricity sold in France to consumers (
0.148 €/kWh for ALEC) .
 Installation Cost is still high : 2,2 €/Wp (no co-funding)
 Insurances cost affects largely the business model :
insurance is necessary

acknowledgement for building

3.2.2. Case 2: 16.5 kWp PV system with storage

Table 3 – Financial features

Investment :

52k€ total cost
36k€ after Cityzen
subsidies
2,1k€ in year #1
600 €/year fee
16 to 20 years

Energy Cost Savings :
Insurance Cost :
ROI : Payback time

EU Co funding 16k€

Electricity price 14.8 c€/kWh variable part
28% of annual gain 2,1k€
vs electricity price evolution (+4%/year or +2,5%/year)
over 20 years

 Installation Cost is still high : 2,2 €/Wp after EU subsidies (3,2 €/Wp in the absence of cofunding)
 Insurances cost affects largely the business model : acknowledgement for building
insurance companies is necessary
Two business scenarios have been studied : one without any income from the energy surplus, the
other with an income based on a price of 6c€/kWh (proposition under discussion for a French legal
feed in tariff during 20 years concerning PV self-consumption <100kWp).

Insurance
(600€/yr)

fee Incomes from
the
prod.
surplus
(0.06€/kWh)

X
X

X
X

Return of investment (years)
Electricity
Electricity price
price
+2.5%/year
+4%/year
20
19
15
14

16
15
13
12

Figure 9 - Actualized return on investment ROI without or with incomes from the production
surplus, including insurance fees 600€/year
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For a yearly increase of the electricity price of 2,5%, the project is just economically viable as the
actualized return on investment is seen after 20 years.
maintenance, replacement of the batteries, solar inverter were not considered in this assessment
due to extended guarantees on material and lack of visibility on their eventual future cost.
 Large impact of insurance fee on profitability
Best negotiation has been 600€/year, it is 30% of the annual benefit due to electricity savings, and
impacts the project for 3 to 5 years of ROI.
Insurance companies only accept to insure a PV plant if they also insure the whole building, in
order to avoid litigations between different insurances companies.
Moreover they propose fees depending on material and installation costs, with no concrete
assessment of risks mitigated by technical choices for roof mechanical strength and waterproofness,
battery technology and electrical protections insuring safety.
 Minor impact of production surplus valorisation in ALEC case
Results are similar with both scenarios ( 1 year of ROI difference).
For ALEC, the production surplus (20% over the year, mainly in summer weekends) will be injected
into the grid but not sold at the feed in tariff (see paragraph 2.7).

3.2.3. Business cases for PV self-consumption general projects in French conditions

ALEC analysed the following business case studies for more general projects, based on French
conditions. The ROI was estimated depending on variable parameters such as insurance costs,
investment ratio, electricity price increase and effective self-consumption rate.

Figure 10 - ROI vs investment and insurance fee

Decreasing insurance fee from 30% to 10% of annual income (200€/year instead of 600€ in ALEC
case) would largely improve general business cases (Gain : 4 to 6 years of ROI).
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Figure 11 - ROI vs investment, electricity price evolution and self consumption rate
Electricity price increase (2.5 to 4%/year), all other conditions fixed, can improve the payback time by
2 to 3 years. Self-consumption rate from 70% to 90% also has a 2 to 3 years improvement of ROI.

3.3.

BUSINESS MODEL CONCLUSION

ROI Payback time can vary from 10 to 20 years depending on following criteria:
Table 4 – Business cases criteria
Criteria
Cost Investment
Electricity price evolution
Self-Consumption rate
Insurance Fee
Valorisation of prod. surplus

Impact on
profitability
***
**
**
***
*

Comments
2,1 to 1,5 €/Wp : Gain on ROI = 6 years
+2,5% to 4%/yr : Gain on ROI = 3 years
70% to 90% : Gain on ROI = 2 to 3 years
30% to 10% of income : Gain on ROI = 4 to 6 years
0 to 0,06 €/kWh : Gain on ROI = 1 to 2 years

Conditions for business model improvement :






Lower prices for PV systems and especially batteries
Significant increase of electricity prices
High attention to insurance contracting fees
Better valorisation of surplus on external grid
Attentive monitoring to guarantee an optimized Self consumption rate
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CHAPTER 4 – Legal Issues

The legal assessment is an essential point for replicability
 Who invests : a single owner or a co-ownership? An Energy Operator?
A “ Co-ownership / Installation Owner (ALEC)” contract specifies the conditions for ALEC to
implement a PV plant on the collective roof , the insurances terms between the entities
 How to contract for benefits ?
As several entities get benefit on the electricity bill, ALEC redacted a contract describing the
procedure of retribution with a long term vision: reduction of general charges* for ALEC
corresponding to the amount of electricity saved by the other entities by ALEC PV plant.
* general costs for the maintenance and common spaces of the building
 Connection to the grid ?
Depending on building power supply and production, which declaration should be done? Is the
installation considered as an individual or collective installation ? These questions are assessed in
paragraph 2.7
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CHAPTER 5 – Replicability

 Local replication : ABC (Autonomous Building for Citizens) project in Grenoble
A larger PV project 250kWp with storage will be used for collective self-consumption in this ABC
building that aims to reach 70% autonomy. Several local partners are involved : a real estate
developer : Linkcity, Grenoble NGO : GEG, Municipality of Grenoble, Grenoble Metropolis and
Hespul.

 Regional dissemination
ALEC and Hespul are supporting regional stakeholders and project owners. ALEC project has been /
will be presented in several conferences dedicated to PV self-consumption.
 National replication in French Agency for the Quality of Construction (AQC) guides.
Hespul currently writes a technical guide on PV self-consumption that will be published by AQC.
In this guide will figure a feedback on the design of the City-zen / ALEC PV system.
This report will be accessible through well know french website ressources
http://www.programmepacte.fr
 European replication :
When validated, PV Plant Deliverables wil be put on open access database OpenAire with a link to
the City-zen grant agreement.
Results on business model will be shared with the Smart Cities Information System and with EIP-SCC
Market Place, Action Cluster Business Models & Financing.
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CHAPTER 6 – Conclusion

 This ALEC/City-ZEN innovative self-consumption project helps to test opportunities and
constraints of this novel technical and business model for PV systems in France
 A large replicability potential on buildings where power demand fits to a large extend to
solar production : office buildings, hospitals, commercial centers, industry, etc.
 A national framework now exists for self-consumption projects (connection to Grid, incentive
and valorisation of production surplus)
 The Business Model is still to improve:
•
•
•

Electricity price evolution is an important criterion in French “low price” context,
A necessary acknowledgment of insurance companies to limit the fees,
Attention to national taxes (CSPE, TURPE) still under discussion.

 with the financial support provided by City-Zen, several use-cases will be tested with this PV
system such as :
• The maximisation of the self-consumption ratio,
• The reduction of the grid peak,
• The injection of power at building peak demand,
• …
This will be described in the deliverable D7.12 - Report on the PV storage solution monitoring results
planned at M58 of the City-zen project.
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GLOSSARY / LIST

DOW
DSO
PV
ROI
WP

OF

ACRONYMS

Description of Work
Distribution System Operator (Enedis for this project)
Photovoltaic
Return on Investment (Payback time in years)
Workpackage
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